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 Downloads last week 1,123,784 1,112,112 1,069,263 Publisher description for One Man Band Features: * Create and manage
unlimited number of bands. Each band can contain any number of tracks, each track can be a separate track in the media player,
with its own settings and playlist, or any combination of these options. * Create bands by simply dragging and dropping tracks
from the media player and drop them in the band. Band can be renamed, renamed bands can be grouped into a new band, and
other bands can be grouped into a new band. * Bands can be moved, renamed, deleted, or otherwise changed. * Playlist can be
created for each band. Playlist can be shared with other bands, or can be set to be a band-specific playlist. Bands can be set to
auto-play on startup. * Band information can be copied and pasted to other applications. * Band details can be exported to a

standard XML file for sharing. * Band details can be exported to a comma-separated values file. * Band details can be edited in
a spreadsheet-like format. * Band details can be copied and pasted into a spreadsheet application, such as Microsoft Excel or
Microsoft Works. * Multiple bands can be moved, grouped, or renamed at the same time. * Grouping of bands and tracks. *

Drag and drop. * Various other features. * Artist information can be copied and pasted from media player to other applications.
* Artist information can be exported to a standard XML file for sharing. * Artist information can be exported to a comma-

separated values file. * Artist information can be edited in a spreadsheet-like format. * Multiple artists can be moved, grouped,
or renamed at the same time. * Grouping of artists and tracks. Disclaimer: This site does not store any files on its server. We

only index and link to content provided by other sites. Each time you click on the logo of a website in this list, you are visiting
the site of that hosting provider.Tofu Cheese by Debbie Lantieri SHARE Tofu Cheese by Debbie L 82157476af
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